lnterflow expands
operations in water sector
The Interflow group has acquired a significant interest in Victorian
based compan¡ Infratec Pty Ltd. Infratec is a company that specialises

in water pipe renewals and has provided services to many of the major
Victorian Water Authorities. Infratec has been servicing this market for
the past 10 years and currently empioys approximately 90 people.
Infratec will continue to service its existing customer base and,
together with the Interflow group, will look a¡ ways to exploit the
synergies of tbe two companies.
Interflow's Managing Director, Mr Geoff Weaver said, "We are
excited by the acquisition of this significant shareholding in Infratec.
"Infratec has an excellent reputation in the industry and we see a
very good strâtegic fit between the two companies. Together we will
look to grow the water main renewal market and offer products and
services that meet the needs of our clients".
lnfratec will continue to operâte as a stand-alone entity and the
eústing management team remains in p1ace.
In other developments, Interflow has worked with one of Sydney's
biggest councils on managing its piped drainage and stormwater
drainage system.Liverpool City Council is responsible for the control
and management of over 555 km of piped drainage and associated
stormv¡ater drainage system. Councjl's stormwater system comprises
concrete drainage pipes, reinforced concrete box culverts, stormwater
access pits and outlet structures.
The stormwater drainage system ranges from small diameter pipes
providing local road side drainage lo hrge diameter pipes and multi-cell
box culverts providing major trunk drainage function.
Performance of a stormwater draínage system over time is a
function of its condition. Detailed knowledge of its existing condition
is therefore necessary to establish realistic levels of service, treatment
intervention levels and to develop responsive works programs within
funding constraints. Without a structured inspection program,
maintenance works can be random and reactive, and only carried out
when it becomes apparent the deterioration and defect could be a threat
to the safety of public or property.
To overcome this uncertaint¡ council commenced aprogram of
comprehensive ínspection of its piped drainage network to assess its
structural condition and hydraulic performance. The inspection, which
uses a close circuit television system (CCTV), is ongoing and its purpose
is to provide council with accurâte condition data and digitai imagery of
its pipe network.
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The above graph presents average condition distribution of council's
piped drainage network. The proportion of pipes in each condìtion state

from CCTV survey of 111km of the pipe network.
Council has developed a simplified risk-based project selection
system for prioritising the renewal and restoration of its drainage
has been projected

system. The system relies mainly on CCTV inspectíon data and
condition assessments, with those sections posing the greatest risk to
flooding and potential collapse/failure receiving the highest priority for

restoration and renewal. The factors established to rank and prioritise
the restoration and renewal activities include structural conditíon and
hydraulic performance of pipe, location of pipe, potential for overland
flooding of the area and consequences of failure.
The inspections and subsequent analysis have enabled council to
proactively develop maintenance and renewal strategies and programs
that are responsive and cost effective.
RenewaÌ works have included the restoration of piped drainage
systems through relining of long lengths of existing deteriorated pipes.
Council engaged Interflow Pty Ltd (Interflow) to reline approximately
2.3km of stormwater pipes ranging in diameter from 300mm to
900mm. Interflow was able to offer its spiral wound system to renew
complete pipeìines.

A cost benefit anaþis completed by council confirmed the trenchless
technology solution to be attractive for pipeline renewals compared
to traditional excavation repair methods. Focussíng on trenchless
technolog¡ allows council to carry out more metres of pipeline
rehabilitation than was previously undertaken.
Addítional benefits of Interflow's system include the works being
undertaken with less impact on the surrounding community and
environment. The technique does not require large scale excavations to
renew problem pipelines which traditionaily cause impacts on traffic,

nearþ residents and businesses.
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